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a b s t r a c t
E-DNA sensors are a reagentless, electrochemical oligonucleotide sensing platform based on a redox-tag
modiﬁed, electrode-bound probe DNA. Because E-DNA signaling is linked to hybridization-linked changes in
the dynamics of this probe, sensor performance is likely dependent on the nature of the self-assembled
monolayer coating the electrode. We have investigated this question by characterizing the gain, speciﬁcity,
response time and shelf-life of E-DNA sensors fabricated using a range of co-adsorbates, including both
charged and neutral alkane thiols. We ﬁnd that, among the thiols tested, the positively charged cysteamine
gives rise to the largest and most rapid response to target and leads to signiﬁcantly improved storage
stability. The best mismatch speciﬁcity, however, is achieved with mercaptoethanesulfonic and mercaptoundecanol, presumably due to the destabilizing effects of, respectively, the negative charge and steric bulk
of these co-adsorbates. These results demonstrate that a careful choice of co-adsorbate chemistry can lead to
signiﬁcant improvements in the performance of this broad class of electrochemical DNA sensors.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
E-DNA sensors, the electrochemical analog of optical molecular
beacons [e.g.,1–4], are based on the hybridization-induced folding of
an electrode-bound, redox-tagged DNA probe. In their original
implementation, the concentration of a target oligonucleotide is
recorded when it hybridizes to a stem-loop DNA probe, leading to the
formation of a rigid, double stranded duplex that sequesters the redox
tag from the interrogating electrode [1]. Follow-on E-DNA architectures have dispensed with the stem-loop probe in favor of linear
probes, leading to improved binding thermodynamics and, thus,
improved gain [5], as well as strand-invasion, hairpin and pseudoknot
probes producing signal-on sensors [6–8]. Because E-DNA sensors are
reagentless, electronic (electrochemical) and highly selective (they
perform well even when challenged directly in complex, multicomponent samples such as blood serum or soil) [e.g., 9], E-DNA
sensors appear to be a promising and appealing approach for the
sequence-speciﬁc detection of DNA and RNA [see, e.g., 10,11].
The signaling mechanism of E-DNA sensors is linked to a bindingspeciﬁc change in the ﬂexibility of the redox-tagged probe; upon
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hybridization, the relatively rigid target/probe duplex hampers the
collision of the electrochemical tag thus decreasing the observable
amperometric signal [5,12]. This, in turn, suggests that E-DNA
signaling may be sensitive to changes in surface chemistry which,
due to surface charge and steric bulk effects, would likely alter the
dynamics of a negatively charged DNA probe. However, despite rapid
growth in the E-DNA literature [reviewed in 13] the extent to which
surface chemistry affects E-DNA signaling has not been established; all
previous E-DNA sensors were fabricated using hydroxyl-terminated
alkane thiol self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) [e.g.,1,3,5,7,9]. Here
we address this question and describe a study of E-DNA sensors
fabricated using co-adsorbates of various lengths and charges in an
effort to further optimize E-DNA performance.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Probe DNA and sensor fabrication
A 27-base, 3′ thiol-, 5′ methylene blue (MB)-modiﬁed probe DNA was
obtained from Biosearch Technologies (Novato, CA) and employed as the
probe DNA. The 17 internal bases of this sequence are complementary to
the Salmonella gyrB gene. The MB redox moiety was conjugated to the 3′
end of the oligonucleotide via succinimide ester coupling to a 3′ amino
modiﬁcation (MB-NHS, EMP Biotech, Berlin) producing the probe
sequence: 5′-HS-(CH2)6-CGTCAATCTTCTATTTCTCCACACTGC-(CH2)7NH2-MB-3′. Reagent grade chemicals, including 6-mercapto-1-hexanol
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(C6-OH), β-mercaptoethanol (C2-OH), 11-mercapto-1-undecanol (C11OH), cysteamine (C2-amine), mercaptoethanesulfonic acid (C2-sulfonate), sulfuric acid, potassium phosphate monobasic, dibasic, and
sodium chloride (all from Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), were used
without further puriﬁcation.
We employed 3 mm diameter gold screen-printed electrodes as
the basis for our sensors, fabricated as previously described [14,15].
Jenkins has previously demonstrated excellent E-DNA performance on
such electrodes [16]. Prior to use the electrodes were cleaned using a
series of oxidation and reduction cycles in 0.5 M H2SO4, 0.01 M KCl/
0.1 M H2SO4, and 0.05 M H2SO4 [4]. The thiol-containing oligonucleotide we have employed is supplied as a mixed disulﬁde of 6-mercapto1-hexanol in order to minimize the risk of oxidation. Thus the ﬁrst
step in sensor fabrication is the reduction of the probe DNA (100 µM)
for 1 h in a solution of 0.4 mM Tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine
hydrochloride (TCEP) in 100 mM NaCl/10 mM potassium phosphate
pH 7 followed by the use of a spin column to eliminate any 6mercapto-1-hexanol residue. The effectiveness of this puriﬁcation
procedure has been tested using a spectrophotometric test (Ellman's
test [17]), which conﬁrmed the absence of free thiol in the resulting
solution (results not shown). The freshly cleaned electrode surface
was then covered with a 50 µl drop of the puriﬁed probe solution,
incubated for 1 h and rinsed with distilled, deionized water. The
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electrode was then passivated by incubating in 1 mM of the relevant
thiol (in 1 M NaCl/10 mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7) for 2 h
followed by a ﬁnal rinse with deionized water.
2.2. Target DNA sequences
We employed the following target DNA sequences, all of which
were obtained via commercial synthesis (Sigma Genosys, St. Luis,
MO):
T-17 (normal target, 17 bases, 5′-GTG GAG AAA TAG AAG AT-3′)
M17 (three T–T mismatched target, 17 bases, 5′-GTG GAG TTT TAG
AAG AT-3′)
T-27 (long target, 27 bases, 5′-GCAGT GTG GAG AAA TAG AAG AT
TGACG-3′)
2.3. Electrochemical measurements
The sensor response was measured by incubating the electrodes in
100 nM of the appropriate target DNA. The sensors were interrogated
at different intervals in the same target solution until a stable current
peak was obtained (typically after 20 to 45 min). The ratio between
the stabilized current peak (A) in the presence of target DNA (Itarget)

Fig. 1. E-DNA sensors and coadsorbates used: Here we have employed linear probe E-DNA sensors (top left) as a test bed with which to characterize the effects of surface chemistry on
the properties of an electrochemical E-DNA sensor. Because hybridization reduces the rate with which the terminal redox tag collides with the electrode surface and transfers
electrons the Faradaic current arising from such linear probes is signiﬁcantly reduced in the presence of a complementary target sequence (top, right). It is thus likely that this
suppression and the motion of the unbound and bound probe will be linked to the nature, steric hindrance and charge of the co-adsorbate used for sensor fabrication. We have tested
the effects of a range of thiol co-adsorbates (bottom) differing in their length and/or terminal functional groups and chosen to cover a range of charges and sterics (bottom).
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and the current peak (A) in absence of target DNA (Ibuffer) gives the
measure of the signal suppression caused by the target. Before being
used to detect the next target, the electrodes were rinsed with
deionized water and interrogated in target free buffer. This also
provides a measure of the extent to which each sensor can be
regenerated. All measurements were performed at room temperature
using an Autolab (EcoChemie, Utrecht, The Netherlands). Square wave
voltammetry (SWV) was recorded from −0.45 V to − 0.05 V versus
the internal reference electrode. All experiments were conducted in
1 M NaCl/10 mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.
3. Results
As a test-bed for our studies we have employed linear probe E-DNA
sensors [5] fabricated on screen-printed electrodes (Fig. 1). Similar
screen-printed E-DNA electrodes have been described previously and
exhibit excellent signaling properties and stability [16]. Consistent
with this, we observe that sensors fabricated on these electrodes using
the commonly employed six-carbon, hydroxyl terminated co-adsorbate (6-mercapto-1-hexanol; C6-OH) give rise to a sharp, welldeﬁned peak at ~ 260 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl) consistent with the formal
potential of the methylene blue redox moiety (Fig. 1). This current is
signiﬁcantly reduced in the presence of the fully complementary, 17base target, and is completely recovered via a 30 s wash with room
temperature, distilled water. We note that the use of screen-printed
electrodes offers a number of potential advantages over their more
traditionally fabricated counterparts, including ease of mass production, low cost and minimal working volumes.
We have tested the effects of a range of thiol co-adsorbates,
differing in length and/or terminal functional groups and chosen to
cover a range of charges and sterics (see Fig. 1), on the signal gain,
speciﬁcity, stability and selectivity of the E-DNA sensor. We have also
investigated the effects of these coadsorbates on the electrochemistry
of the methylene blue tag using Square Wave Voltammetry (SWV),
which provides a convenient means of evaluating electron transfer
rates and reversibility for species conﬁned to the electrode surface
[18,19]. As background to this discussion, we note that co-adsorbates

are necessary to achieve proper E-DNA function: the absence of coadsorbates signiﬁcantly degrades sensor reproducibility, producing
sensors with wildly varying, poorly equilibrating signal suppression
(ranging from 10 to 50% in the presence of saturating target-data not
shown). The poor performance observed in the absence of coadsorbates presumably arises due to poor ordering of the DNA
probe and/or non-speciﬁc interactions between the probe DNA and
the electrode surface.
Sensors fabricated using all the different co-adsorbates tested in
this study produce reversible behavior of the methylene blue label
(Fig. 2) and give rise to well-deﬁned, reproducible peak currents (RSD
% values range from 5 to 15%). SWV peaks with wave-width at halfheight are in fact indistinguishable from the 90 mV expected for ideal
reversible electron transfer to a surface conﬁned species [20], and the
peak potentials of both forward and reverse scans and the net
response (the difference between reverse and forwards scan) are, as
expected for perfectly reversible redox couples, independent of
frequency [19]. Moreover, a plot of the SWV frequency measurement
(f) versus the peak current (Ip) always shows the hallmark behavior of
a surface conﬁned redox species. Likewise peak currents vary linearly
(R = 0.997) with the logarithm of the SWV frequency over the entire
frequency range we have investigated, a behavior that is typical for an
electrochemical label adsorbed on the electrode surface [19,21,22].
3.1. Effects of co-adsorbate length on E-DNA signaling
Hydroxyl-terminated alkane thiols of lengths 2, 6 or 11 carbons
(C2-OH, C6-OH and C11-OH respectively) were used to evaluate the
effect on the sensor's performance of co-adsorbates of different length
and were found to generate very different signaling properties. For
example, we ﬁnd that C6-OH (6-mercapto-1-hexanol) SAMs gives rise
to greater signal suppression (Itarget/Ibuffer) than either longer or
shorter hydroxyl-terminated coadsorbates (Fig. 2 and Table 1) (Here
Table 1). The use of C11-OH (11-mercapto-1-undecanol) as a coadsorbate produces a similar current in the absence of target but
signiﬁcantly degrades signaling: whereas we observe 47% signal
suppression for sensors fabricated using C11-OH SAMs (100 nM of the

Fig. 2. Coadsorbate effect on E-DNA signaling: Because E-DNA signaling is linked to a binding-speciﬁc change in the collision efﬁciency of the probe-bound redox tag with the
electrode surface, the nature (i.e., length and charge) of the co-adsorbate used for sensor production is a determining factor in the performance of E-DNA sensors. Shown are SW
voltammograms of sensors fabricated with each of ﬁve coadsorbates before and after the addition of the relevant 17-base target (at 100 M). We ﬁnd that, among the thiols tested, the
positively charged C2-amine (cysteamine) gives rise to the largest and most rapid response to target.
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Table 1
Effect of co-adsorbate on E-DNA signaling, speciﬁcity and reusability.
Thiol

Chemical formula

Initial signal /µAa

(Itarget/Ibuffer)/%
T-17b

(Itarget/Ibuffer)/%
T-27b

(Itarget/Ibuffer)/%
M-17b

Speciﬁcity ratio
Rsc

Regeneration
(Ireg/Ibuffer)/%d
85 ± 5

2-mercaptoethanol

3.9 ± 0.3

62 ± 3

70 ± 4

50 ± 3

1.2

6-mercaptohexanol

4.7 ± 0.5

71 ± 4

80 ± 3

55 ± 3

1.3

98 ± 6

11-mercaptoundecanol

4.5 ± 0.4

47 ± 3

60 ± 4

25 ± 2

1.9

96 ± 8

Cysteamine
(2-mercaptoethylamine)
Mercaptoethane sulfonic acid

5.9 ± 0.7

90 ± 6 d

90 ± 4

77 ± 5

1.1

89 ± 6

2.6 ± 0.4

80 ± 5

52 ± 3

36 ± 6

2.2

91 ± 7

a

Signal in the presence of buffer.
% values of signal suppression (ratio of current signal obtained in target–Itarget–and current signal obtained in buffer -Ibuffer) as a result of target hybridization are the average and
a
Signaldeviation
in the presence
of buffer. performed with four independent sensors.
standard
of measurements
c b
values
of of
signal
suppression
(ratio of
current
signal
obtained
in target–I
–and current signal
buffer
-Ibuffer)with
as a result
of target hybridization
are the average
Rs is% the
ratio
the signal
suppression
(Itarget
/Ibuffer
) obtained
with
the fully
complementary
targetobtained
(T-17) tointhat
observed
the mismatched
target (M-17).
target
d
and%standard
of measurements
performed
with four
independent
sensors.
values of deviation
regeneration
(ratio of current
signal obtained
in buffer
after regeneration–I
reg–and current signal obtained in buffer–Ibuffer) are the average and standard deviation of
c
Rs is the ratio
of the signal
(Itarget/I
measurements
performed
withsuppression
four independent
sensors.
buffer) obtained with the fully complementary target (T-17) to that observed with the mismatched target (M-17).
d
% values of regeneration (ratio of current signal obtained in buffer after regeneration–Ireg–and current signal obtained in buffer–Ibuffer) are the average and standard deviation of
measurements performed with four independent sensors.
b

17-base target), under the same conditions, sensors fabricated with
C6-OH achieve a 70% signal change (Table 1). We should note,
however, that our DNA probe is linked to the electrode via a six-carbon
linker, and thus C11-OH co-adsorbate likely buries the terminus of the
probe within the monolayer. The steric effects of this could account for
the poorer signal suppression. The signal suppression observed when
C2-OH (β-mercaptoethanol) is employed is also slightly poorer than
that observed using C6-OH, presumably because, with this very thin
SAM, both the probe DNA is ﬂexible enough to transfer electrons to the
electrode irrespective of whether or not it is hybridized. Alternatively,
it has been reported that short thiols produce defective monolayers,
allowing electrochemistry to occur directly on the underlying gold
electrode [23] and, perhaps, enhancing electron transfer from both the
hybridized and unhybridized probe. This hypothesis seems to be
conﬁrmed by the study of the electron transfer rate. The rate of
electron transfer through the SAM is in fact, as expected [24–26],
inversely related to the thickness of the SAM: as the co-adsorbate
lengthens from C2-OH to C11-OH the transfer rate constant decreases
from 94.4 s− 1 to 17.7 s− 1 (Table 2).
3.2. Effects of co-adsorbate charge on E-DNA signaling
We have also investigated the effects of the positively and negatively
charged co-adsorbates C2-amine (cysteamine) and C2-sulfonate (mercaptoethanesulfonic acid) respectively on E-DNA signaling (Fig. 2 and
Table 1). In the case of C2-amine we ﬁnd that, while the signal in absence
of target is of the same order of magnitude of that observed for its
neutral, C2-OH counterpart, the response to target differs signiﬁcantly:
the signal suppression observed with these sensors is, at 90%, much
greater than that observed for any of the sensors fabricated using
uncharged monolayers (Fig. 2, Table 1). The signal suppression observed
with C2-sulfonate, however, is, at 80%, also higher than that observed for
simple, hydroxyl-terminated SAMs. The origins of these effects are
unclear but it is likely that both the positively charged methylene blue
and the highly negatively charged DNA strand could be affected by the

Table 2
Effects of co-adsorbate on electron transfer kinetics and reversibility of the methylene
blue tag.
Thiol

ks/s− 1

ΔEp/2/mV

β-Mercaptoethanol
6-mercapto-1-hexanol
11-mercapto-1-undecanol
Cysteamine (2-mercaptoethylamine)
Mercaptoethane sulfonic acid

94.4 ± 5
23.6 ± 2
17.7 ± 2
17.7 ± 2
9.5 ± 1

96 ± 1
89 ± 1
95 ± 1
99
107

presence of a charged SAM on the electrode surface. Perhaps consistent
with this, both C2-sulfonate and C2-amine exhibit the slowest electron
transfer rates of our ﬁve SAMs (9.5 and 17 s− 1 respectively), presumably
due to repulsions between the negatively charged DNA probe and C2sulfonate or the positively charged methylene blue with C2-amine.
Perhaps also consistent with this, only the negatively charged C2sulfonate SAM produces less signal gain with a longer, 27-base target
than with a shorter, 17 target (Table 1).
3.3. Effects of co-adsorbate on E-DNA speciﬁcity and equilibration time
The nature of co-adsorbate also strongly affects the speciﬁcity of
the E-DNA sensor. To demonstrate this we have tested a mismatch
target (M-17) containing three T–T mismatches dispersed throughout
the 17-base recognition element. The ratios (Rs) of the suppression
obtained with the fully complementary target of the same length (T17) to that observed with the mismatched target (both at 100 nM)
then provide a measure of the sensor speciﬁcity. We ﬁnd that, while
these ratios are similar with C2-amine and C2-OH (Rs = 1.1 and 1.2
respectively), they are dramatically higher (Rs = 2.2) for the negatively charged C2-sulfonate (Table 1). This presumably occurs when
repulsion arising from the negatively charged surface destabilizes the
probe-target duplex, leading to improved discrimination. Similar
speciﬁcity is observed for C11-OH-based sensors (Rs = 1.9) (Table 1),
apparently because steric hindrance arising from the co-adsorbate
similarly destabilizes the duplex (Fig. 1).
Alterations of the surface chemistry also affect the speed with
which our sensors equilibrate. Sensors fabricated with C6-OH SAMs
exhibit an equilibration half-life (time for half of the signal change to
occur) of 25 min (Fig. 3) (Here Fig. 3). In contrast, the positive charge
of the C2-amine accelerates hybridization: with a 17 base, fully
complementary target we achieve half-life of ~ 5 min. C2-OH and C2sulfonate produce slower kinetics (22.5 and 27.5 min half-lives
respectively), and C11-OH produces kinetics similar to those observed
for C2-amine (17.5 min). The origins of this latter acceleration are
unclear, especially given the presumably increased steric clashes
associated with this SAM. We note, however, that thicker SAMs lead to
reduced electric double layers [27,28], which could accelerate
diffusion of the negatively charged target to the electrode surface.
3.4. Effects of co-adsorbate on E-DNA stability
E-DNA shelf life, an important parameter to consider vis a vis realworld sensor applications, can be strongly affected by the nature of the
co-adsorbate [29,30]. To test this we studied the dry storage stability
of our sensors by periodically taking them up in buffer and evaluating
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Fig. 3. Coadsorbate effect on E-DNA response time: Nature and charge of co-adsorbate
affect the response times (the time needed for the stabilization of the current signal in
the presence of target). While all ﬁve probes equilibrate similarly rapidly, the positive
charge of C2-amine SAMs leads to the most rapid hybridization: with a 17 base, fully
complementary target (T-17) we observe an equilibration half-life (time for half of the
signal to occur) of ~ 15 min. Conditions are as for Fig. 2. Shown are the signal
suppression values (% ratio of current signal—A—obtained in target—Itarget—and current
signal obtained in buffer—Ibuffer) vs. time after target (T-17) injection.

probe-target duplex. Conversely, the longer C11-OH coadsorbate
reduces collision efﬁciency for the single-stranded probe, also leading
to lower signal suppression upon target hybridization. The interpretation of the effects of coadsorbate charge is more subtle due to the
possible concomitant effect of the positively charged methylene blue
tag and of the highly negatively charged DNA strands. As a result both
the positively charged C2-amine and the negatively charged C2sulfonate produce signiﬁcant signal suppression upon target hybridization. Of note, however, the storage stability of the C2-amine based EDNA sensors is greatly enhanced and it appears likely that electrostatic
interactions among the positively charged amine group and the
negatively charged probe DNA support stabilization in storage
conditions thus preventing the leakage of the probe from the
electrode surface. When compared with previously reported results
obtained with similar sensing platforms employing alkanethiols as
coadsorbates [4,5,29], the C2-amine based sensors exhibit improved
signal gain and storage stability, but they also exhibit slightly poorer
speciﬁcity. Despite this, detection limit (10 nM) and working range
(10–200 nM) of the C2-amine sensor is comparable to other
alkanethiols based E-DNA sensors [4,5]. Of note, reproducibility of
the E-DNA signaling upon target hybridization is not affected by
coadsorbate's nature with RSD% values ranging from 4 to 6%.
Many electrochemical, electronic, mechanical and optical sensors
have been reported that rely on the hybridization properties of SAMbound DNA probes [reviewed in 23,31–34]. Exhaustive efforts to
survey the literature, however, suggest that the effects of altering the
chemistry of the SAM layer seen only very limited explorations [e.g.,

their initial (no target) peak currents (Fig. 4). With regard to coadsorbate length we ﬁnd that C6-OH leads to slightly improved
stability (about 50% of the initial signal is retained after 3 weeks of
storage) relative to that of the equivalent sensor fabricated using C2OH, where a complete loss of signal was observed after the same
period. Given that, as previously demonstrated [23], the C2 leads
poorly-ordered SAMs this is perhaps not surprising. We do not,
however, observe any further improvement in stability when C11-OH
is employed as the co-adsorbate, presumably because our probes are
anchored via a six-carbon thiol and thus C11-OH co-adsorbate leads to
partial burial of the DNA probe. As is true for co-adsorbate length, the
nature of the terminating group on the alkane thiol also affects E-DNA
stability. For example, cystamine-based sensors lose only 55% of their
initial signal, and retain their target sensitivity, after ﬁve weeks dry
storage. In contrast sensors fabricated using C2-sulfonate complete
loss of signal after only 2 weeks of storage.
4. Conclusion
The properties of the E-DNA sensor are strongly dependent on the
surface chemistry of the interrogating electrode. We ﬁnd, for example,
that the positive charged C2-amine (cysteamine) co-adsorbate
supports optimal signal suppression, the most rapid response time
and the best storage stability, while best mismatch speciﬁcity is
achieved with negatively charged C2-sulfonate (mercaptoethansulfonic) and longer-chain C11-OH (mercaptoundecanol) SAMs, presumably because these SAMs destabilize the target-probe duplex.
The results we have observed here are consistent with our earlier
claims that the signaling mechanism of E-DNA sensors is, at least in
part, due to the change in the efﬁciency with which the attached redox
tag strikes the electrode. From this perspective, the effect of
coadsorbate length on signaling is signiﬁcant. Optimal signal
suppression is obtained at intermediate coadsorbate length (C6OH), presumably because the ﬂexibility of the probe with a shorter
coadsorbate (C2-OH) leads to enhanced collision dynamics for the

Fig. 4. Coadsorbate effect on E-DNA storage stability: Nature and charge of co-adsorbate
strongly affect the storage stability of E-DNA sensors. Indicated are the % ratio of the
signal obtained in buffer solution (no target) after different intervals of dry room
temperature storage (Itime) and immediately after fabrication (Iinitial) vs the storage
time (weeks).
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35]. The results we have presented here indicate, in turn, that such
explorations may prove of value in the optimization of many of these
technologies.
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